Fuzzy spheres appear as classical solutions in a matrix model obtained via dimensional reduction of 3-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with the Chern-Simons term. Well-defined perturbative expansion around these solutions can be formulated even for finite matrix size, and in the case of k coinciding fuzzy spheres it gives rise to a regularized U(k) gauge theory on a noncommutative geometry. Here we study the matrix model nonperturbatively by Monte Carlo simulation. The system undergoes a first order phase transition as we change the coefficient (α) of the Chern-Simons term. In the small α phase, the large N properties of the system are qualitatively the same as in the pure Yang-Mills model (α = 0), whereas in the large α phase a single fuzzy sphere emerges dynamically. Various 'multi fuzzy spheres' are realized only as meta-stable states, and the life time of k coinciding fuzzy spheres obeys a simple power law with respect to α and k. We also perform one-loop calculations of various observables for arbitrary k including k = 1. Comparison with our Monte Carlo data suggests that higher order corrections are suppressed in the large N limit.
Introduction
Quantization of gravity is one of the most important problems in particle physics, and lots of attempts have been made so far. String theory, in particular, enables us to quantize small fluctuations of the space-time metric around certain backgrounds, but the nonperturbative determination of the background itself is yet to be done. Such an issue may be addressed by studying matrix models, which are proposed as nonperturbative formulations of string theory. For instance, the IKKT matrix model [1, 2] , which can be obtained via dimensional reduction of 10-dimensional super Yang-Mills theory, is conjectured to be a nonperturbative definition of type IIB superstring theory in ten dimensions.
In this model the space-time is represented by the eigenvalue distribution of ten bosonic matrices, and if the distribution collapses to a four-dimensional hypersurface, we may naturally understand the dimensionality of our space-time as a result of the nonperturbative dynamics of superstring theory [3] . From the path-integral point of view, this phenomenon may be caused by the phase of the fermion determinant [4] , and Monte Carlo results support this mechanism [5] . In Ref. [6] the first evidence for the above scenario has been obtained by calculating the free energy of the space-time with various dimensionality using the Gaussian expansion method up to the 3rd order. Higher-order calculations [7] and the tests of the method itself in simpler models [8] have strengthened the conclusion considerably. Another indication of this phenomenon has been obtained recently from the calculations of the 2-loop effective action around fuzzy spheres [9] . See also Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] for related works.
Since the space-time is described by matrices in the IKKT model, it is generically noncommutative. If one expands the model around a D-brane background for instance, one obtains a gauge theory on noncommutative (NC) geometry [15] . 1 This connection was also understood solely in terms of string theory [19] , which triggered much interest in the dynamical properties of field theories on NC geometry in general. It was found that various interesting phenomena which do not have the commutative counterparts occur due to the so-called UV/IR mixing effects [20] . By considering finite-dimensional matrices, one may naturally regularize NC field theories. In particular the twisted reduced models [21] , which appeared in history as an equivalent description [22] of large N gauge theories, can be interpreted as a lattice regularization of field theories on a noncommutative torus [23] . This enables nonperturbative studies of various dynamical issues in these theories by Monte Carlo simulation [24] [25] [26] . See Ref. [27] for a general review on the dynamics of matrix models in the context of superstring theory and noncommutative geometry.
A different, although closely related, type of regularization is known as the 'fuzzy sphere' [28] , which can also be formulated using finite-dimensional matrices. The UV regularization in this case is introduced by putting an upper bound on the angular momentum when one expands a function on the sphere in terms of spherical harmonics. This cutoff procedure is compatible with the 'star-product' of functions which appears in NC geometry. Since the regularized theory does not break the continuous symmetries of the sphere, the 1 For an earlier work on the connection between matrix models and NC geometry in the context of toroidal compactification, see [16] . A mathematical formulation of field theories on NC geometry is given in Ref. [17] . For a comprehensive review including recent developments, see Ref. [18] .
well-known problems in lattice field theory concerning chiral fermions and supersymmetry may be easier to overcome [29] . The first challenge in this direction is to remove the UV/IR mixing effects in the 'continuum limit'.
Being the simplest curved compact noncommutative space, the fuzzy 2-sphere has been studied extensively in the literature. One of the fundamental issues is the construction of the Dirac operator. The one proposed in Refs. [30] does not have the fermion doubling problem [31, 32] and it yields the correct chiral anomaly both in the global form [33] [34] [35] and in the local form [36] . This Dirac operator, however, breaks chiral symmetry explicitly, and it may therefore be regarded as an analog of the Wilson fermion in lattice gauge theory. On the other hand, an analog of the overlap Dirac operator [37] , which satisfies the Ginsparg-Wilson relation [38] and hence preserves modified chiral symmetry [39] , is constructed for the free fermion [40] and for general gauge configurations [41, 42] . 2 In this case the chiral anomaly arises from the measure and the correct results are reproduced in Refs. [41, 48] . Gauge configurations with non-trivial topology have been found for the former Dirac operator [34, [49] [50] [51] as well as for the latter [48, 52] . The Seiberg-Witten map [19] has been constructed also on the fuzzy 2-sphere [53] .
In string theory fuzzy spheres appear as classical solutions in the presence of an external Ramond-Ramond field [54] , and the low-energy effective theory is given by NC Yang-Mills theory with the Chern-Simons term [55] (See also [56] ). Classical solutions of the effective theory and their D-brane interpretation have been studied in Ref. [57] . In the matrix-model description of string theory, fuzzy spheres appear as solutions to the classical equation of motion if one adds the Chern-Simons term representing the coupling to the external field [58] . Expanding the bosonic matrices around the classical solution, one obtains a NC gauge theory on fuzzy spheres. The situation is quite analogous to the flat D-brane in matrix models [15] except that the fuzzy sphere can be realized even for finite matrices, which makes various calculations totally well-defined. Studying fuzzy spheres is expected to give us a new insight into the description of curved space-time in matrix models, which is vitally important in the context of quantum gravity. A variety of fuzzy-sphere-like solutions in matrix models have been studied in Refs. [9, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] . Fuzzy spheres are also discussed in a matrix model [65] for the M-theory in the so-called pp-wave background [66] .
The stability of the fuzzy sphere against quantum fluctuations is a non-trivial important issue, which has been discussed by perturbative calculations [9, 58, 63, 67] and by the Gaussian expansion [64] . Since matrix models typically have various fuzzy-sphere-like solutions, it is important to determine which one describes the true vacuum. Such an issue is related to the dynamical generation of not only the space-time but also the gauge group, since k coinciding fuzzy spheres give rise to a NC gauge theory with the gauge group of rank k. The unified treatment of the space-time and the gauge group is one of the advantages of considering noncommutative geometry or the matrix model formulation of string 2 The overlap Dirac operator for general gauge backgrounds has been proposed earlier on a NC torus [43] , and used for a construction of chiral gauge theories. The correct chiral anomaly in this case has been reproduced in Ref. [44] for arbitrary even dimensions by using a topological argument [45] . In odd dimensions the analogous Dirac operator is used to define a lattice NC Chern-Simons theory [46] through the parity anomaly [47] .
theory.
In this paper we study the matrix model obtained via dimensional reduction of threedimensional Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons theory, which is known to have fuzzy spheres as classical solutions. Unlike previous works we perform fully nonperturbative first-principle calculations using Monte Carlo simulations. We find that the single fuzzy sphere is nonperturbatively stable if the coefficient (α) of the Chern-Simons term is sufficiently large, but it collapses to a 'solid ball' if α is smaller than a critical value. The transition between the two phases is of first order, and we observe a strong hysteresis. Various 'multi fuzzy spheres', which are also classical solutions of the model, exist only as meta-stable states, and the life time (τ ) of k coinciding fuzzy spheres, in particular, obeys an N -independent power law τ ∝ α 4/3 k −3 . We also perform one-loop calculations of various observables for arbitrary k including k = 1. Comparison with our Monte Carlo data suggests that higher order corrections are suppressed in the large N limit.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the model and review how fuzzy spheres appear in this model as classical solutions. In Section 3 we investigate the phase diagram of the model and demonstrate the existence of the first order phase transition. In Section 4 we discuss the properties of the single fuzzy sphere. In Section 5 we study the geometrical structure of the dominant configurations in each phase. In Section 6 we show how various multi fuzzy spheres appear as meta-stable states and study their properties. Section 7 is devoted to a summary and discussions. In Appendix A we comment on the algorithm used for our Monte Carlo simulations. In Appendices B and C we give a self-contained derivation of the one-loop results for the effective potential as well as various observables. In Appendix D we discuss the instability of the k coinciding fuzzy spheres.
The Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons matrix model and the fuzzy spheres
The model we study in this paper is defined by the partition function [58] Z = dA e −S , (2.1)
where A µ (µ = 1, 2, 3) are N × N traceless Hermitian matrices. The integration measure dA is defined by dA =
, where A a µ are the coefficients in the expansion A µ = a A a µ t a with respect to the SU(N ) generators t a normalized as tr(t a t b ) = 1 2 δ ab . The coefficient of the first term in (2.2) is fixed, but this does not spoil any generality since one can always rescale A µ to bring the action into the present form.
This model may be regarded as the zero-volume limit of SU(N ) Yang-Mills theory with the Chern-Simons term in the three-dimensional Euclidean space, and it has the SO(3) rotational symmetry as well as the SU(N ) symmetry A µ → U A µ U † , where U ∈ SU(N ). There are some points to note here, though. The parameter α in (2.2) is chosen to be real in order for fuzzy spheres to be classical solutions of the model. As a result the Chern-Simons term in the action (2.2) is real unlike the counterpart in ordinary field theory, where it is purely imaginary and therefore poses a severe technical problem in Monte Carlo simulation. Note also that α may take arbitrary real number without breaking any symmetries unlike the ordinary Chern-Simons theory, where the coefficient is quantized for the invariance under topologically nontrivial gauge transformations. Since the model has the duality α → −α associated with the parity transformation A µ → −A µ , we restrict ourselves to α > 0 throughout this paper without loss of generality.
The pure Yang-Mills model (α = 0) and its obvious generalization to D dimensions with D matrices A µ (µ = 1, · · · , D) have been studied by many authors. In particular the large N dynamics of the model have been studied by the 1/D expansion and Monte Carlo simulations [68] . The partition function was conjectured [70] and proved [71] to be finite for N > D/(D − 2). (See Refs. [72, 73] for the supersymmetric case.) The partition function in the presence of the Chern-Simons term has been studied analytically for N = 2 [74] , and it turned out to be convergent in the supersymmetric case, but not in the bosonic case. It is also proved that adding a Myers term (the Chern-Simons term in the present case) does not affect the convergence as far as the original path integral converges absolutely [75] , which means in particular that the partition function (2.1) is convergent for N ≥ 4.
The classical equation of motion in the present model reads
3)
The simplest type of solutions is given by the commutative matrices, which can be brought into the diagonal form
by an appropriate SU(N ) transformation. This type of solutions exists also at α = 0, and the one-loop effective action around it has been calculated in Ref. [68] . For α = 0 the one-loop effective action reads [58] 5) where the second term represents the additional piece for α = 0. The resulting attractive force between x (i) µ makes their distribution shrink until the perturbative calculation becomes no more valid [68] .
When α is nonzero, there exists another type of solutions given by
where
Since the equation (2.7) is nothing but the SU(2) Lie algebra, each of its N -dimensional representation yields a classical solution. We denote the n-dimensional irreducible representation of the algebra by L (n) µ , which can be characterized by the identity
Let us consider the case in which L µ itself is given by the irreducible representation. The corresponding classical solution
If we neglect for the moment the fact that A µ are noncommutative, eq. (2.10) implies that all the N eigenvalues of A µ are distributed on a sphere centered at the origin with the radius R. Since A µ are noncommutative in reality, this classical solution is called the fuzzy 2-sphere (In this paper we refer to it as the 'single fuzzy sphere'). If we consider a general representation, the corresponding classical solution can be brought into the form
by an appropriate SU(N ) transformation, where
This solution satisfies
where 15) meaning that n a eigenvalues of A µ are distributed on a sphere centered at the origin with the radius r a . In the k ≥ 2 case we call the solution (2.12) 'multi fuzzy spheres'.
The particular case of 'multi fuzzy spheres' that we will focus on later corresponds to taking n 1 = · · · = n k ≡ n and therefore N = n · k due to (2.13). The radius (2.15) for each sphere becomes equal, and it is proportional to 1/k at large N . Expansion of the model around such a configuration, which describes k coinciding fuzzy spheres, gives rise to a NC gauge theory on the fuzzy sphere with the gauge group of rank k [58] . This statement holds also for k = 1, which corresponds to the single fuzzy sphere.
We study the matrix model (2.2) by Monte Carlo simulations using the heat-bath algorithm, which was adopted also in the study of the pure Yang-Mills model (α = 0) in Ref. [68] . See Appendix A for more details.
The phase structure
In this section we study the phase structure of the model by calculating fundamental quantities such as S and 1 N tr(A µ ) 2 by Monte Carlo simulations. Here we take the initial configuration to be either of the following two. which we call the lower/upper critical points, respectively. This clearly demonstrates the existence of a first order phase transition.
Note that the large N behavior of the lower critical point is different from the upper critical point. If we naively apply the formula (3.2) to N = 8, we obtain α
which is actually larger than α
cr . What happens in reality is that the hysteresis simply disappears for N = 8 as seen in Fig. 1 .
In the small α phase the results do not depend much on α. In particular the large N behavior of each observable is qualitatively the same as in the pure Yang-Mills model [68] (α = 0), i.e.,
. We will call this phase the 'YangMills phase'. In the large α phase the results agree very well with the one-loop perturbative results obtained around the single fuzzy sphere, which we elucidate further in Section 4. We will call this phase the 'fuzzy-sphere phase'. When we perform simulations with the zero start for α > α (u) cr , we observe various multi fuzzy spheres as meta-stable states in the thermalization process before the single fuzzy sphere finally appears (See Section 6.1). We have also tried other initial configurations (Section 6.2), but we always arrive at the single fuzzy sphere eventually. We may therefore conclude that the true vacuum of the model is given by the single fuzzy sphere for sufficiently large α. We discuss this issue further by using the one-loop effective action in Section 6.4.
Properties of the single fuzzy sphere
In this Section we study various properties of the fuzzy sphere phase by Monte Carlo simulations with the single fuzzy sphere start (2.9).
The lower critical point and the 'one-loop dominance'
Here we calculate various observables by Monte Carlo simulations, and compare the results with the one-loop perturbative calculations. We determine the lower critical point, and show that our Monte Carlo data above the critical point agree very well with the one-loop results.
Let us first summarize the results of one-loop calculations. For brevity we introduce the notation
so that the action reads S = N 2 (
The leading large N behavior of various observables is given by where we have introduced the rescaled parameter
In (4.3) ∼ (4.6) the first term represents the classical result, while the second term represents the one-loop correction (See Appendix C for derivation).
In Fig. 2 we plot our Monte Carlo results for these quantities againstα. All the observables exhibit a discontinuity atα
In terms of the original parameter α, it corresponds to the lower critical point given in (3.2).
The results above the lower critical point scale with N , and moreover they agree very well with the perturbative results including the one-loop corrections. For 1 N tr(F µν ) 2 , the data agree even with the classical result due to the accidental cancellation of the one-loop correction (4.5). These results suggest that the higher order corrections are suppressed at large N for fixedα.
In fact it turns out that the lower crit- In Fig. 3 we plot the lower critical pointα (l) cr determined by simulations for N = 8, 16, 24, where the 'error bars' represent the range of α for which we observe the two-state signal.
Our results are consistent with the large N asymptotic behavior (4.9).
Reproducing an exact result
In this Section we consider an exact result, which can be used as a check of Monte Carlo simulations and the 'one-loop dominance' discussed in the previous Section. Let us note that the expectation value of the observable
is given exactly by
for arbitrary α and N . This identity has been studied also in the α = 0 case [68] . The exact result (4.11) can be derived 12) which is one of the Schwinger-Dyson equations in this model. In Fig. 4 we show our results for the ratio
. All the data for variousα and N are consistent with '1' within error bars, which demonstrates the validity of our simulation.
The exact result (4.11) is consistent with our assertion that higher loop corrections are suppressed at large N in the fuzzy sphere phase. Using (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain
which agrees with the exact result (4.11) in the large N limit. We also notice that asα becomes large, there is a huge cancellation between the first term 1 N tr(F µν ) 2 and the second term 3α M . Namely the largeα behavior of each term is O(α 4 ), but the leading term cancels exactly leaving behind an O(1) quantity. This is reflected in Fig. 4 , where the error bars become much larger atα >α 
The eigenvalue distribution of the Casimir operator
In the previous Section we have seen that our Monte Carlo results in the fuzzy sphere phase agree very well with the one-loop calculations around the single fuzzy sphere. Here we show more directly that the dominant configurations in the fuzzy sphere phase indeed have the geometry of the 2-sphere.
For that purpose it is convenient to consider the distribution
where λ j (j = 1, · · · , N ) are N real positive eigenvalues of the Casimir operator
Note that the set of eigenvalues {λ i } is invariant under both SO(3) and SU(N ) transformations. Within the classical approximation, the distribution f (x) is given by
for the single fuzzy sphere (2.9), where R is defined in (2.11). Similarly for the multi-fuzzy spheres (2.12) we get
where r a is defined in (2.15). This will play an important role in identifying various multi fuzzy spheres in Section 6. the classical result. Slight deviations such as the smearing and the shift can be understood as quantum effects, as we will see in Section 5.1. Thus the dominant configurations differ from the single fuzzy sphere (2.9), but they still preserve the geometrical structure of a 2-sphere with a slightly smaller radius and with a finite width. The result for α = 0.5, on the other hand, deviates drastically from the classical result (5.3). In Section 5.2 we will discuss how the observed distribution can be understood qualitatively by considering the diagonal configuration (2.4) and the effective action (2.5).
At the intermediate values of α we observe a two-state signal, and as a result the measured distribution is given by the superposition of the two types of distribution described above. This is expected from the first-order nature of the phase transition revealed in Section 3.
The distribution in the fuzzy sphere phase
Here we discuss the properties of the distribution f (x) in the fuzzy sphere phase in more detail, and show that they can be understood by the one-loop dominance.
Let us start with the position of the peak, which may be defined by
This quantity is actually studied in Section 4.1 and it agrees with the one-loop result (4.4) for the fuzzy sphere. Note that the one-loop correction is negative, which implies that the peak moves toward the origin compared with the classical result (5.3). Also the one-loop correction is proportional to 1 α 2 , meaning that the shift of the peak becomes more pronounced at smallerα. These properties are indeed observed in Fig. 5 (right) . An interesting point to note here is that the one-loop result (4.4) for
Assuming the one-loop dominance, we may suspect that nonperturbative effects should become non-negligible as we decreaseα, which invalidates the perturbation theory beforeα reaches √ 2. This is indeed what happens in reality (Note thatα Having understood the position of the peak, let us turn to the shape of the distribution. In Fig. 6 we plot the distribution f (x) against x − x 0 for variousα at N = 8, 16, 32, 64. The results for different α collapse to a single curve, which means that the shape of the distribution does not depend onα. Furthermore the distribution turns out to be symmetric around x = x 0 . These properties can be understood from the 'one-loop dominance'. Among the quantities that characterize the shape of distributions, let us focus on the width σ, which may be defined by
We can calculate it by the perturbative expansion around the single fuzzy sphere. Since the classical result is zero, it starts from the one-loop contribution, which is given by
at large N (See Appendix C for a derivation). The perturbative result is independent of α at this order, but higher order corrections may yield terms proportional to ( 1 α 4 ) n (n = 1, 2, · · · ). Theα independence observed in our Monte Carlo data can therefore be understood by the one-loop dominance at large N . In Fig. 7 we plot the variance (5.6) obtained from simulations with N = 8, 16, 32, 48, 64. Taking account of the O(1) term, the large N behavior agrees very well with the one-loop result (5.7).
Space-time picture in the Yang-Mills phase
Let us move on to the result for the eigenvalue distribution f (x) in the Yang-Mills phase, which is shown in Fig. 5 (left) . If the dominant configurations in this phase were given by the diagonal configurations (2.4), the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator would be given by µ (x (j) µ ) 2 (j = 1, · · · , N ). Therefore the eigenvalue distribution f (x) of the Casimir operator (5.2) would be related to the radial density distribution ρ(r) of the N space-time points x (j)
where x = r 2 . From (5.8) we get
In reality the dominant configurations are not diagonal, but we may still define the 'radial density distribution' ρ(r) through (5.9). In Fig. 8 we plot ρ(r) for N = 8, 16, 32 at α = 0.0 and for N = 32 at α = 0.0, · · · , 0.6. For α ≥ 0.4 we have to use the zero start in order to stay in the Yang-Mills phase. An interesting point to note here is that the distribution ρ(r) has an empty region 0 ≤ r ≤ r 0 , where r 0 = 0.8 ∼ 0.9. This may be understood as follows. If there exists an eigenvector of the Casimir operator Q = µ (A µ ) 2 whose eigenvalue is close to zero, the same vector is an approximate eigenvector of A 1 , A 2 and A 3 separately with eigenvalues which are also close to zero. Existence of such a vector is not allowed, however, since a generic configuration {A µ ; µ = 1, 2, 3} that appears in the ensemble does not commute with each other. The appearance of the empty region can thus be understood by the 'uncertainty principle'. Note that the scale of noncommutativity is of O(1) since 1 N trF 2 µν ∼ O(1) in the Yang-Mills phase. Therefore the size r 0 of the empty region should be of O(1) as well, which is in agreement with our Monte Carlo results.
Except for this empty region, the distribution ρ(r) decreases monotonously. This behavior can be understood by the one-loop effective action (2.5), which gives rise to an attractive potential between any pair of space-time points. The rapid fall of ρ(r) at large r is consistent with the results obtained for α = 0 [76] . Note, however, that the precise form of the distribution cannot be understood solely from the perturbation theory around the diagonal configuration (2.4), since the higher order corrections become non-negligible as the space-time points come closer to each other due to the one-loop potential (2.5). For instance the distribution ρ(r) is seen to expand to larger r as α increases, but this behavior does not agree with the naive expectation from the one-loop effective action (2.5), where the second term adds to the attractive potential. We may understand it from a nonperturbative point of view, however, since the Chern-Simons term, which can be more negative for larger A µ , effectively enhances configurations with a larger extent.
Properties of the multi fuzzy spheres
As we described in Section 2 the model has various multi fuzzy spheres as classical solutions in addition to the single fuzzy sphere. The aim of this Section is to see how they appear in simulations and to study their properties.
Meta-stable states in the thermalization process
Let us note first that the action for the classical solution (2.12) is given by
which becomes minimum for the single fuzzy sphere (k = 1) (Notice the constraint (2.13)). Therefore at the classical level the multi fuzzy spheres are expected to appear only as meta-stable states. Indeed we do find them in the process of thermalization. We have performed simulations at N = 16 and α = 2.0 > α (u) cr with the zero start. Fig. 9 shows the history of the action S and the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator (5.2). We have introduced a short-hand notation [n 1 , n 2 , · · · , n k ] for the classical solution (2.12). One sweep is defined as updates of all the elements of the matrices A µ by the heat bath algorithm (See Appendix A). We see many plateaus before we reach the single fuzzy sphere after 150,000 sweeps. These meta-stable states can be identified with the multi fuzzy spheres by comparing the action and the eigenvalues with the classical results (6.1) and (2.15), respectively. From now on we discuss the properties of the k coinciding fuzzy spheres
The life time of the k coinciding fuzzy spheres
which correspond to the case n 1 = · · · = n k ≡ n = N k of (2.12). Such a configuration is of particular interest since it gives rise to a NC gauge theory on the fuzzy sphere with the gauge group of rank k. We perform Monte Carlo simulation with N = 16, α = 10.0 starting from the k coinciding fuzzy spheres (6.2) with k = 2, 4, 8. Fig. 10 shows the history of the eigenvalues of the Casimir operator.
We observe that the k coinciding fuzzy spheres are unstable and the 'life time' (namely the number of sweeps necessary for the fuzzy sphere to decay into another state) becomes shorter for larger k. For all k the decay process starts with the spreading of the eigenvalues. After visiting various multi fuzzy spheres on the way, all the simulations starting with different k ended up with the single fuzzy sphere, the final stage looking very much like Fig. 9 . The life time τ of the k coinciding fuzzy spheres can be extracted from the plateau in the history of the action. In Fig. 11 we plot log(τ k 3 ) against log α for N = 8, 16, which reveals an N independent power law
over a huge range of α (α = 50 ∼ 20000). This result is in striking contrast to the naive expectation that the decay probability P is given by P ∼ e −S = exp −const.
and the life time is given by its inverse. This may be due to the instability discussed in the Appendix D, but theoretical understanding of the observed simple powers in (6.3) is left for further investigations.
The one-loop dominance for the k coinciding fuzzy spheres
Although the k coinciding fuzzy spheres have a finite life time, we can still measure the observables studied in Section 4.1 and calculate the expectation value before the decay actually occurs. The observables can also be calculated within the perturbation theory around the k coinciding fuzzy spheres (6.2) neglecting the zero modes (See Appendix C). The leading large N results at the one-loop level is given by (C.9), (C.11), (C.12) and (C.13). we find that all the observables show a discontinuity at some critical point, but this time the critical point is given byα
Above the critical point the results agree very well with the one-loop calculation. This suggests that the one-loop dominance holds for k coinciding fuzzy spheres as well as for the single fuzzy sphere. We can also understand the observed value (6.4) for the critical point. As we discussed in Section 5.1, we can put a lower bound on the critical point by assuming the oneloop dominance for the space-time extent 1 N trA 2 µ . For general k we find a lower bound α (l)k cr > √ 2k, which is satisfied by (6.4) . In fact from the analysis which leads to the result (4.9) for k = 1, we obtainα 
Comparison of the one-loop effective action
As we derive in Appendix B, the one-loop effective action for the single fuzzy sphere and the k-coinciding fuzzy spheres is given by (B.17) and (B.23), respectively. We find that the k-coinciding fuzzy spheres have lower effective action than the single fuzzy sphere for
The critical valueα k is 2.17 for k = 2, and grows very slowly with k. According to (6.5) , however, the k-coinciding fuzzy spheres is taken over by the Yang-Mills phase below α (l)k cr ≃ 2.1 √ k, which grows much faster with k. In fact we findα k <α (l)k cr for any k ≥ 2. In other words, the k coinciding fuzzy spheres always has higher effective action than the single fuzzy sphere forα >α (l)k cr . Thus we conclude that the k coinciding fuzzy spheres cannot be realized as the true vacuum in this model.
Summary and discussions
In this paper we have studied nonperturbative properties of the matrix model with the Chern-Simons term. In particular we have demonstrated that the single fuzzy sphere emerges dynamically for sufficiently large α, and it describes the true vacuum of the model in that regime. The model may therefore serve as a nonperturbative definition of a NC gauge theory on the fuzzy sphere. It would be interesting to study various correlation functions from the field theoretical point of view and to study the UV/IR mixing effects arising from noncommutative geometry as has been done for the NC torus [24] [25] [26] .
The dynamical generation of the fuzzy sphere itself is an interesting phenomenon, since it provides us with a concrete example in which the space-time that appears dynamically has lower dimensionality than the original dimensionality that the model can actually describe. Although the mechanism may be different, our result gives more plausibility to the scenario for the dynamical generation of the four-dimensional space-time in the IKKT matrix model [3] [4] [5] [6] .
When α is smaller than a critical value, the single fuzzy sphere is no more stable, and the large N behavior of the system is qualitatively the same as in the pure YangMills model (α = 0). Here the space-time looks more like a solid ball with higher density toward the center due to the one-loop attractive potential. It would be interesting to study the supersymmetric case where the one-loop attractive potential is canceled by the fermionic contributions at the leading order of N . The density distribution actually has an empty region in the center, which can be explained by the uncertainty principle, but this picture may depend on how one defines the density distribution when the space-time is noncommutative.
The fuzzy sphere phase and the Yang-Mills phase are separated by a first order phase transition and we observe a strong hysteresis. One of the interesting features of the phase transition is that the lower critical point behaves as α be reproduced by considering the effective potential for the scalar mode on the fuzzy sphere [69] . Various multi-fuzzy spheres exist only as meta-stable states in the fuzzy sphere phase. The k coinciding fuzzy spheres in particular has a life time obeying the universal power law τ ∝ α 4 3 k −3 , which seems to be related to the instability discussed in Appendix D. A theoretical understanding of the simple powers that appear in the power law is an interesting open question.
The quantum corrections around the fuzzy sphere solutions are found to be dominated by the one-loop contribution at large N despite the absence of supersymmetry. This may be understood by the naive power counting argument as the one in Ref. [9] . We find it particularly interesting that the 'one-loop dominance' seems to hold even for meta-stable states such as the k coinciding fuzzy spheres.
Thanks to the meta-stability of the k coinciding fuzzy spheres, the model may serve also as a toy model for the dynamical generation of gauge group in matrix models. In Ref. [77] it was argued that the U(k) gauge symmetry appears in the low-energy effective theory if the eigenvalues of A µ form a cluster of size k. It would be interesting to examine whether such a clustering is really taking place in the present model at the fully nonperturbative level. From that point of view, it would be also interesting to search for a model in which the gauge group of higher rank is generated in the true vacuum.
We hope that the present work demonstrates the usefulness of Monte Carlo simulations in revealing various interesting dynamics of matrix models associated in particular with the eigenvalues of the matrices. The actual dynamics may of course depend much on the model, and therefore it is important to extend these studies to other models. Of particular interest is the impact of the supersymmetry. The supersymmetric extension of the model we studied in this paper is known [58] , but the partition function diverges [75] except for the particular case of N = 2 [74] . A sensible starting point may therefore be to add the three-dimensional Chern-Simons term (as the one in the present model) to the D = 4 supersymmetric matrix model studied in Ref. [78] . Another direction is to study matrix models which have higher dimensional fuzzy spheres as classical solutions [79] [80] [81] . The stability issue in this case has not been studied yet due to technical complications, but the application of our method is straightforward. Extensions to various homogeneous spaces by replacing the epsilon tensor in the Chern-Simons term by the structure constant of more general Lie algebra may also be of interest. Finally we add that studying matrix models with a cubic term may be of relevance to supermatrix models based on super Lie algebra [80, 82] as well as to the quantum Hall systems [83] . 
A. The heat bath algorithm for Monte Carlo simulations
In this Section we comment on the algorithm used for our Monte Carlo simulation. The crucial point is that the Chern-Simons term is linear with respect to each of A 1 , A 2 and A 3 . This allows us to extend the heat bath algorithm used for the pure Yang-Mills model (α = 0) in Ref. [68] to the present model in a straightforward manner.
Following Ref. [68] we consider the action
where G µν = {A µ , A ν }. We have introduced the auxiliary fields Q µν (1 ≤ µ < ν ≤ 3), which are N × N hermitian matrices. For µ > ν we define Q µν as Q µν = Q νµ . Integrating out the auxiliary fields Q µν , we retrieve the original action (2.2). The auxiliary fields (Q µν ) ij can be updated by generating a hermitian matrix with an appropriate Gaussian weight and shifting it by G µν . In order to consider how to update A ρ , we extract the part of the action (A.1) depending on A ρ as
where S ρ and T ρ are hermitian matrices defined by
Since (A ρ ) ij couples only with (A ρ ) jk , where the index j is common, we can update N 2 components of A ρ , which do not have common indices, simultaneously. The only modification needed to incorporate the Chern-Simons term is the second term in (A.4) .
B. The one-loop effective action
In this Section we formulate the perturbation theory and derive the one-loop effective action for the single fuzzy sphere and the k coinciding fuzzy spheres, which is discussed in Section 6.4.
We decompose A µ into the classical background X µ and the fluctuationÃ µ as
and integrate overÃ µ perturbatively. In order to remove the zero modes associated with the SU(N ) invariance, we introduce the gauge fixing term and the corresponding ghost term
2)
where c andc are the ghost and anti-ghost fields, respectively. The total action reads
which is given explicitly as
Here and henceforth we restrict ourselves to the case where the classical solution X µ is proportional to α. Then, by rescaling the matrices as A µ → α A µ , c → α c,c → αc, all the terms in the total action S total will be proportional to α 4 . This means that the expansion parameter of the present perturbation theory is 1−j) ). The classical part is given by W 0 = S[X], which is nothing but the action (2.2) evaluated at the classical solution A µ = X µ .
In this Section we consider the solutions of the form (2.6), for which the third term in (B.6) vanishes. 4 Then the kinetic term (B.6) can be written as
where we have introduced the operator P µ 10) which acts on the space of N × N matrices. The one-loop term can be obtained as 11) where the symbol T r denotes the trace of such an operator.
B.1 The single fuzzy sphere
Let us first consider the single fuzzy sphere
µ . The classical part is given by
In order to calculate the one-loop term, we note that the eigenvalue problem of the operator (P λ ) 2 in the present case can be solved by the matrix analog of the spherical harmonics
, which form a complete basis in the space of N × N matrices and have the property
Similarly to the usual spherical harmonics, they satisfy
See Ref. [58] for other properties. From (B.13) we find that Y 00 = 1 N is a zero mode, which corresponds to the invariance of the action (2.2) under A µ → A µ + α µ 1 N . However, we should omit this mode when we take the trace T r in (B.11) since all the matricesÃ µ , c andc are supposed to be traceless. Thus we obtain the one-loop contribution as
At large N the one-loop effective action is obtained as
B.2 The k coinciding fuzzy spheres
Next we consider the k coinciding fuzzy spheres
, the classical part is obtained as
In order to solve the eigenvalue problem of the operator (P λ ) 2 in the present case, we consider the n × n version of the matrix spherical harmonics Y ′ lm and introduce a k × k matrix e (a,b) , whose (a, b) element is 1 and all the other elements are zero. Then as a complete basis of N × N matrices, we define 20) which has the property
Here Y = 1 N should be omitted as before, but not the others. We will study the remaining (k 2 − 1) zero modes in Appendix D, but here let us consider only the non-zero modes. Then the one-loop contribution W 1 is obtained as
At large N the one-loop effective action (neglecting the zero modes) reads
C. The one-loop calculation of various observables
In this section we apply the perturbation theory discussed in Appendix B to the oneloop calculation of various observables which are studied by Monte Carlo simulations in this paper. Here we take the background to be k-coinciding fuzzy spheres (B.18), but the results for the single fuzzy sphere can be readily obtained by setting k = 1. As in Appendix B.2, we omit the zero modes for k ≥ 2, which will be discussed in Appendix D. We note that the number of loops in the relevant diagrams can be less than the order of 1 α 4 in the perturbative expansion since we are expanding the theory around a nontrivial background. At the one-loop level, the only nontrivial task is to evaluate the tadpole (Ã µ ) ij explicitly.
C.1 Propagators and the tadpole
Using the properties (B.14), (B.15) of the spherical harmonics, the propagators forÃ µ and the ghosts are given as
where the symbol · 0 refers to the expectation value calculated using the kinetic term S kin in (B.6) only. Due to the symmetries, the tadpole Ã µ can be expressed as
with some coefficient c. Using the identity
the coefficient c can be determined by calculating the left hand side of (C.4). At the leading order in
Using the fact that X µ is a linear combination of (Y ′ l=1,m ⊗ 1 k ), we can calculate (C.5) in a straightforward manner. After some algebra we arrive at
Using (C.4) we obtain
C.2 One-loop results for various observables
Using the propagator and the tadpole obtained in the previous Section, we can evaluate various observables easily at the one-loop level.
The two-point function
At large N with fixedα = √ N α, we obtain
The Chern-Simons term M can be evaluated as
At large N with fixedα = √ N α, we get
The observable 1 N trF 2 can be calculated in a similar manner, but we can also deduce it from the exact result (4.11) as
Combining (C.10) and (C.12), we get
Next we calculate the variance σ 2 of the eigenvalue distribution f (x) of the Casimir operator studied in Section 5. The first term in (5.6) can be evaluated as follows.
The second term in (5.6) is given by the square of (C.8). The classical part of σ 2 cancels exactly as it should. Note that since the leading O(N 2 ) terms in the one-loop part also cancel, we have to keep track of the subleading O(log N ) terms. Using the asymptotic behavior
at large n, we obtain
C.3 An alternative derivation
Since trF 2 and M are the operators that appear in the action S, we can obtain their expectation values easily by using the effective action calculated for the k-coinciding fuzzy sphere in Appendix B.2. Let us consider the action 
D. Instability of the k coinciding fuzzy spheres
In the Appendix B.2 we encountered zero modes in the one-loop perturbative expansion around k coinciding fuzzy spheres. This corresponds to the fact that the action (2.2) does not change up to the second order perturbation by the deformation
where δH µ (µ = 1, 2, 3) are k × k hermitian matrices. In fact the change of the action is given by
where the symbol tr k refers to the trace of a k ×k matrix. Note that δS can always be made negative for small δH µ by choosing its sign appropriately when [δH µ , δH ν ] = 0. Thus the k coinciding fuzzy spheres are actually not a local minimum of the classical action, although this does not exclude the possibility that they stabilize due to quantum effects. When δH µ (µ = 1, 2, 3) commute with each other, δS in (D.2) vanishes. In fact this is due to the fact that the configuration (D.1) in this case satisfies the equation of motion (2.3) for finite δH µ . By applying an SU(N ) transformation A µ → U A µ U † , where U is of the form U = 1 n ⊗ V with V ∈ SU(k), we can diagonalize δH µ . Without loss of generality we may therefore consider a classical solution
where C µ = diag(c In order to make the configuration X µ traceless, the k × k matrices C µ should also be traceless.
tr k (C µ ) = µ (a = 1, · · · , k) under the constraint (D.5), so we should omit them in the present calculation. The remaining k(k − 1) modes corresponds to the unstable deformation discussed above, but we will not take them into account.
The kinetic term (B.6) in the present case is given by
where we introduced the operators L µ and C µ as
which act on the space of N × N matrices. The one-loop term can be given as we calculate W 1 as an expansion with respect to C µ . After some algebra, we get Note that the first term in (D.17) grows as 1 3 log n at large n. By performing the sum in (D.17) numerically, we find that the coefficient κ changes its sign from negative to positive at n = 374.
For the cases studied in Section 6.2, where n = 2, 4, 8, the k coinciding fuzzy spheres are therefore unstable against such a shift. 5 The observed power law behavior of the life time may be related to such instability. On the other hand, if we go to larger N for a fixed k, the coefficient κ becomes positive eventually. See, however, the discussion in Section 6.4.
